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Above: Front Cover image. Station Road, Beeston a wall mural of famous Beeston celebrities, in
shot soul singer Edwin Star, in front high flying skateboarding student. Robert Butcher BCC

Welcome all, to Beeston Camera Club's first Newsletter. During this last year and the three Covid-19
Lockdown restrictions periods when I found it difficult to plan and execute my photography, with
restrictions on travelling, with non essential shops being closed and not being able to try new lenses
or kit in some camera shops and our club night being reduced to a Zoom meeting, I thought a
newsletter might be another way to share information and tips with members.

I have approached the Committee with the idea that a Monthly Newsletter might include New Tech
short reports; Monthly Photo Opportunities and Members recommendations; Competition help and
reminders; Members Tech exchange and sale; Negotiated Discount rate on new Tech for BCC
members; Details of Tuition and Field Events and Members Question Corner answered by Members.

I would like the involvement of all the members of BCC to make the Newsletter successful and
interesting. As we are not able to meet in person under Covid 19 restrictions the Newsletter is
another way we can pass on tips and recommendation to other members, likewise if you have a
technical question on your camera or technique we will try to get a full and complete answer. I am
also relatively new to the Beeston and the Nottingham area so your help in identifying locations would
be enormously helpful. Contact for this monthly Newsletter will be bcc.newsletter@proton.com.

Lockdown restric�ons are cau�ously li�ed from March 8th 2021
allowing two persons to meet and sit on a bench or chairs outside.

March 29th adult and children's sport can take place and be a�ended outside.
No restric�ons on travel in England with social distancing and face masks applied.

bcc.newsletter@proton.com



Members Camera Tips:
Here’s a �p for you, I have a cropped sensor canon camera and have always bought lenses that are meant for my
cropped sensor camera. However I recently read an ar�cle by a professional portrait photographer who
explained how she was using a lens meant for a full framed camera on a cropped sensor camera like mine and
ge�ng really good results.
So I sneaked my credit card out of my wallet without the wife no�cing and Amazon-ed an equivalent specifica�on
Sigma lens canon mount EF f4 24 – 105 and have been trying it out over the past few days and I have been very
impressed with the clarity and versa�lity for my portrait shots.

Do any other BCC members
have any other suggested
lens for portrait images on
a cropped sensor camera.
Robert Butcher.

Email: bcc.newsletter@proton.com

Members Recommendations:
Register for the online show 6th & 7th March 2021
£9.99 (apply code SUBS25) for the Virtual Show
£18.99 for a Super Stage Pass to replay all stage
talks for the next 30 days.

Members Sale or Exchange:
Peter Stevenson has a backpack for sale. Please contact Derek Mar�n who will put you in
touch with Peter if you are interested.
A Lowepro Whistler 350 AW II, in pris�ne condi�on, images below are an example of the item for sale.

Nottingham Castle will be open 29th March 2021
After extensive refurbishment, the installation of a children’s
play area and an interactive video tour of it’s history.

Hardwick Hall; Belton House; Longshaw, Burbage,
Eastern Moors; Kinder, Edale and the High Peak;
Clumber Park: Grounds and gardens are open 9.00 till
3.00, pre-book entrance at nationaltrust.org.uk

Attenborough Nature Reserve NG9 6DY: Only £3.00 car
parking donation to the trust for all day parking. Takeaway
hot drinks only at the moment but if you bring your own you
could walk the whole 2 mile loop and find shots no one else
has from the hides along the route.

Please tell me and other members where your local
photogenic place or spot is and what to look out for.

Tuition and Field trips:

Gary Langley is asking for BCC members who wish to improve their mono images to email
him and register their interest, gary.langley1@sky.com Gary has developed a series of
homeworking projects and then to see people in the field to discuss light and texture which
all make a good mono image, there will be some minimal cost to non-members which Gary
will inform those who expressed an interest in this tuition as he sees the full extent of the
interest.

Take another look at the Fujifilm X-T4 possibly the best APS-C mirrorless camera you can
buy right now. There’s enough here to persuade both photographers and filmmakers over
the X-T3, including the significantly improved battery life, in-body image stabilisation,
quieter shutter, and design tweaks that make a big difference to the handling. Released last
year just as Lock-down was implemented and camera shops closed. The X-T4's design is
both charming and intuitive, it also comes in silver, while its class-leading photo and video
specs are backed up by powerful performance. This is truly two cameras in one, and a very
fine hybrid all-rounder.

Body Price £1449.00



NEW TECH - NEW TECH - NEW TECH - NEW TECH

Launched towards the end of 2020 the
Nikon Z7 II is a subtle evolution of the
original Z7, thanks to its two card
slots and dual processors that boost its
all-round performance. Elsewhere, it's
wonderfully familiar territory, and the
Nikon Z system is steadily growing.
We'd all like to have seen a more
significant upgrade, but that switch to
Nikon mirrorless looks safer now – if
you have the money.

The Z7 II is less bold than before,
because Nikon are not treading new
ground. However, there's something
more reassuring going on here – the
camera is more versatile and, crucially
in those two years, the Nikon Z system
has matured.

There are more Z lenses and better accessories (including a new vertical grip).
And with these refined cameras, surely most doubters must now be considering
Nikon Z as a safe system to adopt, even making the switch from DSLR to
mirrorless.

Probably because of lockdown Nikon has brought in the Z7 II at a considerably
lower price than the Z7 was at launch – its body-only tag of £2,999 is in the
middle range compared to the competition Sony and Canon. In addition, the Z7
II uses both SD and CFexpress memory cards that are significantly cheaper
than the XQD card type of the Z7 (though the Z7 II will still take XQD cards,
too). A new firmware release is now possibly meant to kick start sales by
getting us to view the hardware now we are coming out of lock down, so take a
look.

Write with your member recommends or comments to: bcc.newsletter@proton.com
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